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December 2021 - Survey Question 14

Are there needs you do not see being addressed that should be with ESSER?

As a parent, I feel that the pick and loading service needs to be better with 
timing an adjusting that all the older children should be released an drop off 
some time a the little children. Also, the rule of not letting parents meet the 
teachers face we should at least have virtual meetings once a week to talk 
about what the students are working on in the classroom; how the student 
behavior and growth with doing work?

Better communication on active Covid cases to keep kids safe.

Boy’s tutoring and mentor programs.

Bullying

Charging to wear clothes.

Checking all students with thermometer.

Dyslexia testing

Evanstia43@gmail.com

External resources for continuous academic development

Extra reading tutorial

Hire staff and Teachers that care about the kids

I do not like that there is not a virtual option for my scholar. Their health is of 
the utmost importance to me but that was not even a topic that was brought 
up in this survey.

Keep in mind some parents such as myself have children who are at both 
campuses. Each student learns differently and requires certain structure.

Keep us informed when it’s time to sign up to actives

Let the kids do more school activities like the other school, let them have 
parties,dance, plays and program. Bring the Fun back into school and have 
ways for the parents to see our kids enjoying the activities

Little.shanita@yahoo.com

Longer speech sessions, 30 min a week does not yield much room for learning 
or improvement

longer tutoring with helping kids learn to read

More Teachers

More tutoring

No great staff

None

None

None

None

none

None

None at this time

Not at this time

Not at this time.
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Opening for slots for ALA

Pay raises because Ms Green works so hard and deserves . Also mr moore and 
ms thomas

Resource Material for teachers/scholars, PPE Equipment needs.

Some of the teachers are hard to communicate with.

Staff need to wear N95 masks.

THE BULLYING IS OUT OF CONTROL. TEACH CHILDREN TO STOP TAUNTING, 
FIGHTING AND BEING DISRESPECTFUL.

The only need I can think of is to ensure children are taught to write their name 
in cursive for signature on checks in the future. As well as learning to read by 
sounding out the letters to make the words. If they are learning site words 
instead of how to sound out letters to learn the words.

tracysteele252@gmail.com

Virtual teaching

We want to meet Desire's teacher soon, how?

What is ESSER?

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes my child reading level is not where it suppose to be. The tutoring that’s 
provided it’s only for two days.

Yes, never received my kids report cards.

Yes, teacher turnover and communication.


